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68.2% of HO Insurance Market Share



Key California Legal Provisions

■ Elected Insurance Commissioner (was Governor appointee from 1868 to 1990)

■ Prior Approval Ratemaking (Insurance Commissioner must approval rate increases/decreases)
– “No rate shall be approved or remain in effect which is excessive, inadequate, unfairly discriminatory or otherwise 

in violation of this chapter. In considering whether a rate is excessive, inadequate or unfairly discriminatory, … the 
commissioner shall consider whether the rate mathematically reflects the insurance company's investment 
income.”

■ Public Participation (Groups may qualify to participate and earn compensation)
– “Any person may initiate or intervene in any proceeding permitted or established pursuant to this chapter, 

challenge any action of the commissioner under this article, and enforce any provision of this article… The 
commissioner or a court shall award reasonable advocacy and witness fees and expenses to any person who 
demonstrates that (1) the person represents the interests of consumers, and, (2) that he or she has made a 
substantial contribution to the adoption of any order, regulation, or decision by the commissioner or a court.”

■ California FAIR Plan Association (Establishes public right to fire insurance)
– “All insurers licensed to write… basic property insurance…, shall establish an industry placement facility, the 

California FAIR Plan Association, to formulate and administer a program for the equitable apportionment 
among insurers of basic property insurance that may be afforded to persons… who, after diligent effort…, are 
unable to procure insurance through normal channels from an admitted insurer or a surplus line broker. 
Each insurer, as a condition of its authority to transact those kinds of insurance in this state, shall participate 
in an industry placement facility program… Rates for the FAIR Plan shall not be excessive, inadequate, or unfairly 
discriminatory, and shall be actuarially sound so that premiums are adequate to cover expected losses, expenses 
and taxes, and shall reflect investment income of the plan… The program may provide, with the approval of the 
commissioner, for assessment of all members in amounts sufficient to operate the facility…”



Insurers’ Understanding of Catastrophic Fire Risk Has Changed:

From Ho-Hum Predictable… to Profitable… to Climate Vulnerable & Uncertain



Big Shift in Allocation of Premiums to 
High Risk Areas…



But Total Premiums Slow to Rise…



Key Issues:

■Speed of Rate Filing Review & Approval
■Use of Modern Rating Methods

– Catastrophic Modeling
– Reinsurance

■FAIR Plan Growth Jeopardizes Industry 
Solvency





Key California Regulatory Provision from the Early 
1990’s (Not Required by Statute):
■ Projecting Fire Losses by Historical Losses

– (10 CCR §2644.4 & §2644.5) – Insurers must estimate their future catastrophic 
fire losses using the average historic losses for at least the last 20 years.
■ Prior low loss years produce low prospective rate indications -- regardless of clear 

changes in underlying risk conditions.
■ If climate change, high fuel loads or housing development in WUI create high risk of 

future insured fire losses, insurance rates must ignore.
– Low historical losses placed insurers “in a hole” prior to the 2017/18 fires, so 

insurers reacted by restricting availability while starting to “dig out.”
– Use of Historical Losses ignores Mitigation (Home Hardening / Defensible Space)

■ An Alternative? Projecting Losses Based Upon Current and Future Conditions
– Insurers are seeking authority to formulate rates using probabilistic models that 

assess a home’s location, fuel risk, and condition (including mitigation features). 
– California is the Only State to Prohibit Use of these Models. Allows for 

earthquake.



Key California Regulatory Provision Inherited By 
Current Administration (Not Required by Statute):
■ Reinsurance Costs

– (10 CCR §2644.25) – Ratemaking shall be on a “direct basis, with no 
consideration for the costs or benefits of reinsurance… except for earthquake 
and medical malpractice” reinsurance.
■ Insurers pay a premium to other insurers (aka, reinsurers) to sell in-force business 

and socialize California wildfire risk around the world.
■ Insurers must maintain sufficient capital to pay claims, and must adhere to a 

“leverage ratio” measuring their in-force premium to underlying capital (aka, 
“surplus”). When an insurer hits its leverage ratio, it must either stop writing new 
business or sell business to a reinsurer to free up capacity to write new business.

■ An Alternative?
– Insurers are seeking authority to formulate rates using actual, documented 

California reinsurance costs.
– California is the Only State to Prohibit Use of these Models. Allows for 

earthquake. 











Mitigation:

■ The Science of Fire Mitigation is Getting Better, But Not Settled
– Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety (IBHS) is the primary research 

organization that influences insurer filings. 
– “Wildfire Prepared Home” provides parcel-level guidance

■ What Is Getting Recognized by Insurers?
– Building year of home (if older, compliance with California WUI Building Code, 

Chapter 7A
– Parcel level actions consistent with IBHS research
– If home is in community with mitigation commitment (e.g., Firewise)
– CDI Regulations are contrary to IBHS Wildfire Prepared Home standards

■ What Is Next? 
– Standards for Community Mitigation



Recent Governor Executive Order (9/21/23)



Recent Insurance Commissioner Action 
(9/21/23)



■ Rex Frazier
– rfrazier@pifc.org
– 916.442.6646

mailto:staylor@pifc.org


■ How do you want to be involved?
■What are the next steps? 

Q & A


